
They tax our policy and call it cowardice.
Count wisdom as no member of the war.
Forstall prescience, and esteem no act 
But that of hand; the still and mental parts 
That do contrive how many hands shall strike 
When fitness calls them on. and know by measure 
Of their obserxant toll the enemie’s weight,
Why this hath not a finger's dignity.
They call this b*xl-work, mappery, closet-war!

(Troilus and CreesMa)

above all other people in their possession of consti
tutional rights, démocratie institutions, etc. 
whole country is tarred with the same brush, exhib
its the same childishness, the same crudity of be
lief, the same ignorance of social phenomena, the 
same unconsciousness of working-class requirements. 
As for any latent revolutionary intent, it is 
where among this dense mass discernible, and not 
the most optimistic aetionist of them all, looking 

HE U. S. A. and Canada—tiie sparsely popu- squarely on the American scene can detect such a

folly—received a visit from one of tlhe advertising 
agents of the newest of these liberating organiza
tions, the latest thing in saviours, owning the sole 
rights in the holy oil of emancipation guaranteed to 
cure the economic ills of the workers.

The
kO

To attract
the necessary customers to the stall, and to enlist 
their sympathy once they were gathered round, 
there was a musical introduction featuring the rumb
ling of the revolutionary drum, the shrilling of the 
reformist piccolo, the bombilation of the insurrec-

no-

1T ilated territory north of the forty-ninth par- thing. Inveterately romantic though some of them 
allel

tionary trombone, the plaintive twanging of the pal
liative harp and the patter of the modem Messiah, 
introducing all the up-to-date catchwords: ’’Kevolu- 
t ion ary tempo, 
ist duty',

1onstitute, from the Socialist point of are, we know, when they tell us of the revolutionary 
view, one politico—economic unit of Capitalist ferment south of forty-nine, or north of it, that they 
society, notwithstanding that the southern breezes are gazing on the scene from an eminence in C-en- 
flutter the Stars and Stripes while in the northern 
wind it is the Union Jack that waves, and the Dom-

= jDoctrinaire Socialist,
Concrete action,” “The putsch,” 

“Realms of reality,” and many others.
After this performance, conducted by the adver

tising agent mentioned—a recent graduate of some 
Eastern school of “action”—the doctor proceeded 
to diagnose the ills of the workers, and to propose the 
remedy. The continued existence of wage-slavery 
in Canada, according to the representative of the 
new * * reelist ’ school is due, mainly, to the woeful 
ignorance and lamentable inability ( ’ truth 1) of the 
local practitioners of the healing u 
from the western seminary (S. P. m 
poor fools, on a regimen of education instead of, as 
their Eastern brethren did, prescribing the sovereign 
prophylactic, “action.”

Cemmun-
tral Europe. The pvschology prevalent among the 
working-class is, to pnt it mildly, non-revolutionary, 
and such as it is, in attempting to intensify it in the 
interest of the capitalist class, sensational methods 

That Canada is economically swayed by Ameri- are befittingly adopted. Huge posters assure us of 
can capitalism is a matter of record and the cop- the prosperity round the corner, like “the pie in the 
sequent political ascendency of the U. S. in Canadian skv”; educationalists

inion—as the. world has been informed—has at
tained its majority and has become a nation.

invept idiotic slogans :
affairs is made very clear when we find the Canadian “Buy your own home." “I>o it now.” 
workers engaged in any serions dispute with their your country,” etc., while the national newspapers, 
masters. Witness Morgan's trip to Ottawa during edited by journalistic Mieawbers with

£
This is

•3.an unerring
the Winnipeg strike, the concentration of troops at instinct for “all news that’s fit to print,” announce 
strategic pougM^^g the International line,;w «how* ^flaring headlines that something is going to “turn 
truly American dtfcorlation law passed in forty-five 
minute* (or was it by the Canadian Par-

■1;

! up soon, any delay being dne to wages being still 
too high or to the workers having grown lazy with 
luxure-, or both, propaganda which thousands ofliament in 1919. .

Action, ’ ’ you know, 
speaks louder than words. “By their deeds ve shall 
know them.” The educationalists are of the opin
ion that the disease from which the pings are to be 
delivered is of a cerebral nature, while the actionists, 
the wise men of the East—represented by our acl-

Prom these considerations it naturally follows 
that any tactics drawn up for the guidance of the 
class-conscious workers in Canada, must be based 
primarily upon the situation iünthe U. 8.A., since 
that situation is the completest known development 
and the outcome of conditions identical with Can
adian conditions, although as yet the conditions 
here are not so well matured,- the traditions of the 
British proletariat modifying in some measure the 
Canadian workers' ideology.

The t\vt> countries present to the student of 
sociology and economies a case of what may be 
termed lop-sided development, the social conscious
ness and political understanding of the workers lag
ging far behind the remarkable industrial develop
ment of the system with which their lives are bound 
up. Side by side with the most gigantic and intri
cate machinery of wealth production and the most 
advanced technical processes we have a working- 
class ipentallv “behind the times," possessed of an 

.^mot ional idealism manifesting itself in race hatred 
~.pbd religious revivalism, red raids and lynching 

ImSl ouija-board feVehism or Christian Science, and 
(nPwiost pathetic loyalty in the world' to the orders 
in which they are oddfellows, foresters aiyi knights, 
-or the menageries in which they figure .as moose, 
elks, gobline or what-not, parading in grotesque re
galia, participating in ludicrous rites, presumably 
satisfying the primitive instincts of the untutored 
barbarians from whom they derive.

If the case for savage survivals required con
firmation—here it is.

Mencken describes the ‘♦-ypobeoisie” as “Knights 
of Pythias, readers of the ‘Saturday Evening Poet,’ 
members of the Y. M. C.A., Weepers at Chantauqnas, 
Wearers of Badges, Children of God,” etc.

Permeating the mass of native born residents of 
“these States” is the belief that they are fortunate

workers are only too anxious to swallow because it 
-fits in with their property concepts.

Stunt advertising coupled with that peculiarly") 
American product. Jazz music, is deemed essential 
to the instant reaching of the masses, either by those 
having wares to sell( especially if they are doubtful 
bargains, when we must 
or by those whose missk
create a sentiment. Jazz music is composed by pro
fessional syneopaters who thrive by indecently 
scripting odds and ends of notes from the classic or 
standard musicians, from Palestrina to Scrabina, 
and jumble them together with the slap-stick buck 
and wing ebullutions of modern vaudeville, And the 
croonings of the African or Alabama jungles or the 
superstitious voodoo dance.

This contradiction, between the-,=high industrial 
development of the U. S. and the low Cultural devel
opment of the American workers, can best be explain
ed by the fact that on this continent, once the land 
of opportunity where it was possible for energetic 
workers to escape from wage slavery owing to the 
existence of free lands and other natural

vanee agent—hold strongly to the view that it is a 
matter of guts, or lack of guts rather, in which, 
the measures to be taken must be of a surgical char-

“inspired” to purchase) 
it is to ronse emotion ort case i

iacter. The operation, however, is not to be per
formed immediately, the patients requiring to be pro- 
perly anaesthetized with soup and slogans for the "J
space, generally speaking, of two years, after which

con

4they should be in a fit condition for the operation.
During a lull in the barnstorming some of the de

spised educationists who were present ventured to 
belittle the Toronto diagnosis and to suggest that 
it was based upon a hypothesis that was untenable 
from the start: This was too much. No human, 
equanimity could very well support with unruffled 
composure such an unmerited or foolish suggestion. 
These Venturesome members of the S. P. of C. were 
promptly advised that they were “out of touch with 
the masses”; being dead already it was sheer ob
stinacy on their part to pretend that they were still 
alive.

-a. a

■1
i

-A
*8

Mresources.
or by setting up in business, the chances of doing 
which in a rapidly growing country were many,— 
on this continent the traditions of the pioneer days, 
long past, dominate the minds of the workers

. V

■Some of the new converts who showed signs of 
Xeakfening were consoled by the prophet from tike 
East, who told them that in the “Harrington Acad
emy” there were only fifty student^ left, and that 
what the workers wanted was not education—which

even
vet.

Evidence is not wanting that certain organizations 
of the working-class. reeeAerated tiy the “new ta* 
yes” and out to get “the goods," have adopted the 
stnnt-Jazz method of drumming up an audience. A 
short time ago one of our prairie towns, where the 
churches every Sunday are comfortably Jllled by 
bonrgeoie-minded proletarians,—Mencken’s “boob- 
eoisie.” who consider the unemployed a nuisance 
and the municipal support of them ont of taxes as
sessed on decent citizens' lots and shacks a criminal

they got anyway—but action. The “dead ones,” 
howeve-, persisted in pointing to symptoms exhibit- 

»e workers, tending to prove that the West
ern graduates were not altogether wrong when they 
maintained that what the workers most suffered Hj! 
from was Capitalist Ideology and hallucinations con- . 
ceming prooerty, and pointed out further that it

-
ed by

V1■a. j-

(Continued on page 7)
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The Origin of the World were terrible, and the water carved the -and, and 
frost and wind helped, and between them they gave "* 
us mountains and valleys, headlands and highlands, 
and all the diversities that to-day wc- think are 

btautiful.” The world grew hard and solid n 
long, long time ago, and' it is almost fixed now; 
but if you watch the river on a rainy day, you will 
see that the high lands are being washed into the 
valleys, and the world is wearing down all the time. 
Nothing is fixed. Nothing endures for ever. All is 
change, and all things have their little hour and 
pass away.

m s-.

R Oiw
? ^ THE SOLIDIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS.mm

By R. McMillan

CHAPTER X. there were the elements of all that is. So the 
fessor could not till me how many elements there 

HEN I was a very small boy I was taken to were. No, nobody could. All .that is, all that 
see Professor Anderson, The Wizard of all that ever will be, came from gas, and will return 

the North,” and he did wonderful things, to gas !
He borrowed a gentleman’s tall hat from the audi-

pro-

was,

what a lot of empty pride we have, and how 
conceited we are !

,r

enee, made a real plum pudding in the hat, and cook
ed it before our eyes on the stage. Then he broke and asked how the world came to be, they would be 
the pudding up into small pieces, and threw {hem, more humble and more considerate of each other, 
all smoking hot, among the audience ; and those' who they would see that we are all poor human children 
caught the pieces declared they were just splendid, in a flying world, and they would never submit to 
It was a real plum-pudding. After doing all the some of them starving while others had too much, 
cooking in the hat, he returned it to the owner in They would want to abolish all human misery, and 
perfect condition, just as when he borrowed it.

But if people did as you do,» V- Next Lesson : The Beginning of Life

In New Zealand
£

By J. A. McDonald
N the eve of my departure from New Zea
land it is perhaps fitting that I should briefly 

record my observations of this section of the world. 
Organizations and individuals, as in the case of my 
last article,* may not he entirely pleased with this

oB make the best of this little plum-pudding of a world, 
I thought that was the most wonderful thing I while they had the chance. But we do not know, 

bed ever seen ; and so it was in a sense, but it 
all trickery. The quickness of the wizard’s hands 

'dfeeeived the eyes of the onlookers. That was all !

and so we go on in misery and wickedness.was£
What is salt ? There is an enormous amount of summary, but it is not written for this purpose. If 

salt in the world, and salt is not an ‘‘element,” No, it were it would be vastly different, but, neverthe- 
salt is composed of two ‘‘elements’ ’r^-i.e., chlorine less, erroneous, 
and sodium. When I. first learned that salt

When you come to think about the origin of the 
world, and the making of this plum-pudding we call 
the earth, you see something far more wonderful 
than anything Professor Anderson ever did. And 

> the making of this world was a real thing. We have
real world made, out of real gas, and now we have 

real life on it, and real emotion; and it is as good a 
world as ever you like to think it Some people say 
it is a bad world ; but, as the song says :—

As ° f À"* a But do not ever think that you have had things The proper setting is not here to create the revolu-
n . ,e, ^ o ma e it explained to you when you have been told the names ! tionary atmosphere. The industrial development is

. *nt * °r Yon have e°t to think things out for yourself, and
^ > u ta e it. find out as much as you can ; and when you have of the world. In the matter of wealth production

saw how the sun and all the worlds gret learned everything possible, you will find you are 
Ffp-iç <*rt of Bery Sas> and we left them whirling, cooling, as far away from the end of things as ever. We are
IllSf eDd, solldifying- But the puzzle is, How did the too small to be able to comprehend the vastness of which make cattle and sheep raising possible to an

% rocks grow^ out of gas! Yes, aud how did water the universe, or the making of this plum-pudding extent unknown elsewhere, coupled with the geo-
* come from Iras? I have tnefl to tell you how the of a world. But we can learn quite a lot about it, graphical position and consequent distance from the

fc two glues, oxygen and hydrogen, unite to form and «0 come to enjoy life and see things as they are. world market, have ten,led to discourage manu-
I W- ^mter" Bnt th<*e 18 the air we breathe ! How did Then we can have more wonderful things to talk facturing enterprise and fostered the interests of

that come about! Well, that came just as the water about than hats or frocks or sheep or wool. We the primary producers.
did. The air we breathe is composed of oxygen shall be able to see the miracle of the world we live
and nitrogen, and if you were put into a room and
shot close, so that no more air could get in, you of shadows and dreams.
would breathe the air, and your lungs would
the oxygen, and when thart was all gone you would
be drowned in the nitrogen and the carbonic acid
gaa that you had produced by breathing.

gr

At ? I have toured New Zealand for the past, sevenwas
chloride of sodium ’ I thought I had learned a great months, and in this time have addressed eightv-eight 

deal, but I had not. I had only learned a name, and meetings in various parts of the Dominion. These 
names are only tallies, clues, signs ; they .are not meetings varied in numbers from audiences of sever- 
anything real. Thirty-five and a-half parts of cfhlor- al hundreds down to one diminutive gathering of 
ir>e and twenty-three of sodium form salt; and all 
the salt in the seas, all the salt in all the mines, is 
formed on that basis.

%

five individuals.
I' It could hardly be expected that New Zealand 

should be in the forefront of revolutionary nations.

much behind that of even the other colonial sections

and distribution, this country is in a class by itself. 
The great national advantages of the country

t

All legislation is carried out with the end in 
view—will this prove of assistance to the farmingin, and the glory of existence in this beautiful world

m ■ and dairying interests? No government could long 
The air is composed of two gases ; so is water, maintain its prestige that did not place uppermost

The rocks and the stones are composed of gases ; the needs and requirements of the man on the land,
everything in the world is composed of gas; dia- The present Reform Government was elected by the 
monds and brooks, men and mountains, grass and rural population, and a glance over the legislative

W« would say, when we found you, that she mutton. Everything was in that gas from which output suffices to show to what extent the agrarian
has been suffocated. That would be right, too, this world was developed. But how did the earth interests are able to mauuipulate the political
for that is what would have happened. Nitrogen, come from gas? It did. You can see that it must, machinery,
by itself, drowns you. Oxygen, by itself, burns you Let me give you a little bit of philosophy. Herbert
up. But if you combine the two in proper quantities Spencer says that “the test of truth is the imposai- governments to finance budding agriculturists who 
you get “fresh air.” There are inventors at work bility of conceiving of its negation.” II you say possess no means of their own. The funds for such
now who are putting oxygen into big steel tubs, that two and two are four, you realize that this is purposes are easily obtainable from the old land,
under enormous pressure, and supplying “fresh air true, because you cannot think of two and two being The very conservative nature of the government ap-
to houses. And we are going to have “fresh moun- five. If you say that the earth did not
tain air” supplied to city houses. That is all bet- the nebular gas, then you have got to find the earth
cause we are finding out how the world was made, somewhere else, and you cannot do that,
how it grew in response to the law. The world is solid earth has crystallized out from gas. The water

came from gas, and the air came from gas, and the >n the ranks of the landed proprietors. Previous to 
How many elements are there ! There you have rocks and trees came from gas that floated in the the war small fanning was the general rule,

a question which once interested me very much, sky “once upon a time
When I was

luse up

m1
0 \
1-

It has long been the custom for New ZealandV s
{

eome from peals strongly to the timid financial investor, who 
here finds no reason to anticipate anything of a 

All the radical nature in the way of legal enactments.
The World War has effected sweeping changes

what it is because it could not be anything else.
The

How long since did the great demand for farm and dairy produce 'during 
a young man, studying geology and world consist of gas? Nobody can tell you that. the Period of hostilities gave to those in a favorable 

chemistry, I wanted to know how many elements Lord Kelvin used to say, as a great stretch, that the position an opportunity to extend their holdings, 
there were; bnt the professor would never tell me. world must have taken thirty million years to grow a,od to-day the two extremes—very large and very 
I was not used to the idea of a teacher being ignor- to what it is; but other men said it must have taken small owners of land—are more apparent than "ever, 
ant of the things he taught, so I wondered if the a hundred million years. Then came the discovery With increasing wealth ever follows increasing in^ 
professor did not know. When I came to find out, of radium, and men say it must have taken a thou- Auenee in parliamentary channels, and the last few 
nobody knows. sand million years ; bnt what is the use of spéculât sessions have seen numerous bills, for the assistance

We say there are seventy or eighty “elements ;” in g with such a tiny measuring-rod as years? Time °f the large holders, passed into laws( while the little 
bnt if you will think it out, yon will see that all the is not ! Time is a human invention, and the story fellows, as usual, are given every inducement to 
elements 'must have been in that gas which floated of how men invented calendars to 
in the sky as a vast spiral nebula. In that gas there very interesting, bnt I must not stop to explain that 
were tile elements of the politicians and the strikers ; to you just 
the elements of the armies of men and the hosts of

4
S
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time is become smaller still.
On the industrial field nothing in the line of big 

industry is visible. In Australia there was always
„ . As the sun and the worlds kept whirling through the “Broken Hill Proprietary Co.” for one to refer

suffering women. In that gas there were the ele- space, they were gradually cooling ; and as the tern- t0 in order to explain the functions of modern in- 
menis of the farm and the station, of the sheep and perature changed, the character of the elements ap- dustrial <‘aPita1> bnt, ia this country, the student of 

j,. whcat Tn that gas there were all the ironclads peered to change, and all things grew solid, Tire €C0n0Tni<*8 must be an adept at abstract thinking.
| the torpedo boats, all the sin and sorrow and land appeared, and mountains rose in places, and Rig inr,n»try does not exist. Even in the field of

wickedness of earth. In that vast gaseous cloud deep seas developed, and stayed in one place for a (Continued on page 4)
which once floated in the death-cold realms of space long while ; but the tides were savage, and the rams

measure
x now.
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•See “Western Clarion,” December 1, 1921.
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EFORJE we can straighten out the few remain
ing factors in this interesting economic prob
lem, we most take the reader back for 

ment to the days immediately preceding the 
It is necessary to do this if we are to understand

B dollars and British pounds, not to mention Japanese 
yen. German financiers soon had enough real, hon- 
est-to-gawd money to purchase all the material 
quired for German manufactures, to produce the

., . . . eroods the have put British trade “on the bum ’’
ÎLTT n immense concentration which is The function of money, as economists have point, venture to say that before another

g p ate in .erman industries, in capital, and ed out, and none so clearly as Marx, is to circulate many (thiU report wa& made in July, wzi) will j 
transportation, coincident with a period when the commodities. The quicker the circulation of com bulIding a siRgle ahi*> for the Allies.
mark (paper) was never so cheap. modifies under such conditions as have been stated SL'thT”’ ^ “ the'r

Like many more countries in 1914, Germany was ilprp , 1J tkm- V tile the loss of our mercantile miby no means a self-supporting country. The 'rapid Lji’t , V T , tT “ fTv ™ch C°m" ^ ^^geriug at first, it will be a g<x>d thins for u.«
mouitie». r or example, the cost of living in Gerl- en^- are now capitalizing every advance maS

rise, in two generations, from a minor position many, in Feb. 1922, was 1,640 per cent above 1914 ^«ding since the beginning of the war. and JTS 
among nation* producing largely for export trade, prices. The increase of paper money served to pro- ”'“be th*|„G6nnan of the future will be
must surelv have been marked bv an equally rapid j»nn +t + . P in the world. Where, w ^ y rapm duce the same effect as an unusual demand for
decline in agriculture, m the production of food
stuffs. A deficiency, of course, which was easily 
met by increasing imports of such commodities from 
countries overseas, and adjacent Scandinavian

put ever since. The effect of compliance wi| 
treaty upon Germany was well put by Dr. "wf 

re- Cuno, director-general of the Hamburg-Am« 
Line, who said :

a mo-
war.

f;
year

German

our new merchant fleet wilt 
of highly efficient vessels, perfectly adaptedcom- to the I
needs of commerce, the Entente will be burdened" 
those formerly belonging to Germany, 
already obsetete. ’

modities. But, with this difference, the goods 
not there to supply the demand. Because of this 
fact, the German government had to fix rents for 
German workers at 1914 rentals. For example, tite 
home tif a proletarian family in Germany, in 1914, 
was rented at 10 marks per week. In 1914, 10 marks 

re worth $2.50, or 10 shillings. But in 1919 (and 
from this time onwards), 10 marks were not worth 
10 cents. By fixing rents in this way, the manu
facturers in Germany do not have to reckon shelter 
in the cost of labor-power. By eleminating this 
from the cost of production, the manufacturers in 
Germany are thus enabled to compete against their 
competitors, in other countries, on a much more 
favorable basis. 5V bile, too, taxes on capital are 
40'î;, they do not feel this rate press so heavily upon 
them as would their competitors with a similar rate 
fixed on surplus values.

were
many of

com-
tLmunities, as well as from Russia. In an article on “German Trade and SMp 

which appeared in the “Saturday Evening
Jan. 7, 1922, J. F. Mareodson writes, that:__ "50

“German shipping construction has

1 It was this weak spot in the armour of the great 
Triple Alliance (Austria-Hungary, Germany and 
Turkey) which led to a crushing defeat of these 
countries in 1918. For the whole strategy of the 
war, so far as the Entente countries (Britain, France 
and Russia; were concerned, was to separate middle 
Europe from all her trade connections, 
brunt of such a blockade would, very naturally, fall 
upon the strongest, in this instance Germany. This 
point has been illuminated by A. E. Zimmern in 
the “Century,"' April , 1922. The following ex
cerpt is from his pen :

only receive**
check. Under the terms of the Shipowners'r iV&m63mB 
agreement the Government subsidy is spread over a. * 
iod of five years, with a definite allowance for each rm 
Four or five of the large ship-construction 
mediately entered into programs that have 
annual quota, and some of the tonnage will have toi 
held in abeyance.

companies 
exceeded tThe

German manufacture has increased
such a rate, however, and the 
therefore so much keener, that 
endowment will probably be made 
yards to continue at full blast.

“German shipping naturally falls Into two braoc 
one is actual construction, and the other je the frei*t 
passenger business. Let

necessity for stopping- 
a readjustment of 4 

This will enable t

For the manufacturer“Thus the sdegc, by cutting off central Europe from 
Its overseas connections, upset the whole economy of the 
Continent, and the Armistice found the blocaded 
region extending from the occupied district of France to 
the Baltic republics and Constantinople, not only strictly 
rationed in respeet to foodstuffs, but what was far worse, 
denuded of the raw materials needed to recuperate her 
economic life and of the credit power needed to secure 
them.”

whose stock is on hand may be worth one million us look at construction first. To
a marks at the time taxes are fixed. At the time taxes day 0,6 thir,y fading yards have a capacity at 760,961

tons a year, and it Is expected that this total will be -------- *
out in 1322.

K\ area.
are due, however, the mark may have dropped to 
half its former price. Instead of setting aside 40%, 
of his stock of surplus values for the state he has 
only to set aside 20%.

The army of employees has 
25.000 in 1914 to 125,000 at the ; 
pany has increased its capitalization.

grown
present time. Every 

The case of B
All,” you will say, “this and Voss at Hamburg, who built the ‘Vatertand’ am 

is where I can nip this budding economist If the ni5mark’' the two Orgeat ships yet constructed, w<U 
mark has dropped in price the stock is also affected. ,rate" In 1314 its ^fo^ation 
Instead of values equal to a million marks at

many remained throughout 1919 and 1920,.while the period, they are now equal only to half that 
rest of the nations debated between them how much True ! but he does not sell them at the time they have 
each should get of the spoils of war. With the rati-

1

u_ :

was 20,000,000 marks; It
is now 40,000,000 (this represents gold marks—not 
R. K,.In this condition of economic exhaustion Ger -Ione 

sum.”
The German yard at Hamburg increased 

4al from 10,000,000 marks to 70,000,000.
its cap*- •= 

So it goes. -tfl
The real test of German shipping is to be ft——» h, 

the box office.fallen in price, he sells them when the mark 
fication of the Versailles Treaty, and such steps back to a cent apiece, or maybe more, in which 
taken to make it effective, Germany was stripped he reaps an extra profit, 
to the buff. Much of her livestock was taken as 
well as large quantities of rolling stock, nearly all 
of her merchant marine, along with available hoards

The dividend rate has kept pact witb an
expanding capitalization. Blohm and 
have increased their rate from 5 to 7 
meose Yu Ik an Works of Bremen, from 12 
How aid Yards at Kiel from 12

1 goes
case *7Voss for example, 

per cent.; the Un
to 15 per cent; 

to 20 per cent. In no to-. '
stance is a German shipyard paying a smaller return tfc.e < 
in 1914. i

But let us turn for a moment’s consideration to
the development in capital, industry and transpor

te mentioned in the first paragraphtation, which
of gold, and placed at the disposal of the Reparation 0f this article 
Commission for distribution between the various

The moment you poke into the organization of 
shipyards you find the inevitable

Germe*
trust line-up. Practi

cally every concern of consequence is linked with one of ’ 
the great industrial groups. Here you have a further mast* 
testation of the efficacy of the vertical trust, which pro J 
vides insurance against curtailment in the supply at raw i 
materials.

\ In 1914, Germany had 4395 ships aggregating a 
registered tonnage of 5,240.000. Under the terms 

measures, if she did not comply with the peremp- 0f the treaty, she was forced to surrender all ships 
tory orders of the Allies to start the wheels of in
dustry once more producing reparation goods

claimants. And the threat of still more forcible

over 1600 tons and one-half 'of those from 1000 to 
1600. It meant that 5,000,000 tons passed from the 

made, when Allied troops to the number of 1,600,000 German flag to the ownership of allied nations In 
(1920 figures) crossed the Rhine, for whose main- addition, she was compelled to produce 200 000 tons 
tenance thg German government became responsible. 0f shipping everv year for five vears for the benefit 

To start industry going: Ah, there was -the rub! 0f her competitors. Understanding that without a 
There were little goods m the country which they merchant fleet, adequate to her industrial needs and 
could exchange for raw materials, and still less of output, Germany would be impotent, so all capital 
the universal money, gold and silver, with which that could be diverted from not absolutely essential 
they could purchase tKe things they needed. There industries was so directed to ship construction, 
was but one course left to the German government

was

Little remains now of the problem but to show 
how, even with all these developments, it is im
possible for Germany to pay the sum demanded bv W- 
the Allies. Values equal to two billion dollars per f ■ 
year would have to be produced for 42 years over 
and above those necessary to balance imports. Never 
in her whole history was Germany able to do this.

n An<* ^ is less likely that she can do this now when H
One of the first steps was to acquire by purchase all countries are endeavoring to increase their ex- * 

or lease 10 per cent of the total Swedish commercial port trade. The world market can only absorb so 
fleet. This gave the Germans 20,000 tons at once; much; and, because of the chaos rulimr 
subsequently an additional 20,000 tons was secured, tion in all countries, the demand 
Dutch and Norwegian vessels

-o

—a course which all governments who have faced 
a more or less similar situation have resorted to,— 
they started the printing machines turning out bil
lions of “promisa-to-pay” bills. And in a little 
while every foreign money market was flooded v 
them.

m

in prodne- 7; 
can never be regu- iT™..™ r ,-t, r,o‘r;,dr it I

■riner German vesselg*allotted to the British under nations concerned with reparations, 
the Pans Treaty. With millions of British-owned But those nations who are not concerned, and 

.. , -, . , , . , ships lying idle, the English were not averse to those who are but slightlv concerned ’ •«.
,t producer The* -t-head., eve, on the look out nuking this kind of a deal. Ineeuaot chartering of tho.e wk„ wonld be bt.Tvt„n 7 -,
for get-neh-qutek -«heme», were «touted by mark. „li,„ veeael. enabled German- to begin her export with the term, of the ?,T„ „ n
at 200 for . do,,... which formerly were worth 24 ,„dc withon, ntneh delay, and ehe rtmed herTt Ja^Ut™, apro .. L 'Th7lT “TVT ^ 

eenu or thereahout.) ap.eoe. Two hnndred for a mem.1 relation, raith So„lh America and the Dutd, have tried to make el,,r to ‘"l,rL„'--d° J 
dollar! If they were le an ,n pnee, th. anckera Ea* lul,„ during the Spring of 1919. ineo.tpeteney of the preLnt 2 ? “ T .9
would get «.«=y hr nothrag. And eo bdhora, of Thi. perfomtanee, however. „„ incidental. Be- without hurt to aociet, TaTCk n,tT“ I 
»«k. were bought «,dOe™,"pro»„«u.,<-p.y" f„„ ,„ded », German ahipy.rd, were boon,, irapotrarav in ,hi, way “obril toto L
were aoon converted into perfectly good American ing „d they have funded with aetirity and „t- " (C.n.tonrt on 5) ^

*9
If there is one thing in which the social organ

ism of today excels, it is the vast number of suckers
•g
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M
rr eandle of reform. Let all, such go join the labor 

party. Better some never had left it.
Armour and Vest y have come to stay. Even 

were it possible to deport these concerns from this 
country, the mere fact that they and others of their 
kind have control of the British market, where N.Z. 
produce is disposed of, suffices to show how futile 
and unavailing would be the endeavors of local beef 
and mutton exporters to exclude them from this 
dominion.

On the political field, the Reform Government 
in power represents the large landed and industrial 
interests. The opposition comprises the Liberal and 
Labor parties, who cater to the requirements of the 
small producers, shop-keepers, and everything else 
that possesses votes without understanding what to 
do with them.

In the ranks of the Labor Party are several in
dividuals who lay claim to being Marxians. No 
intelligent tribunal would ever endorse the claim. 
If Marx was a feeble minded, inconsistent, opportun
istic old woman, then, those labor leaders would, 
indeed, make fitting disciples. But, according to 
what evidence we have Marx was the opposite to 
such a description, and obviously our local "Solons 
are entitled to reconsider their choice of a patron 
saint.

Western Clarion
COUBTBSY MONTH

UNE being * * Courtesy Month” it would be 
shsmeful to let it p « on unnoticed by us. The 
idea, according to the Rotary Club, the Elks, 

the Moose, the Gyros, the retail merchants and the 
B. C. Electric is that you pay up promptly and ex
pect thanks on delivery. When the landlord calls 
around this month you dA& tell him gruffly that 
you’ve already paid enouA in rent to buy the 
(adjective) house or that yceve got no money and 
won’t stand any worrying, You profess -your
impecunious sorrow and itdflK him to call around 
in a week or so to be rea<^*) grab what you may

«d riotous living. When 
wait ‘till payday he’s 

to refuse you politely, 
fnat you are refused ; that

A ti •f

i twisa a boiII by the Party t/
Canada, P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.

ttsraâ at O. P. O. a» at

& Swu MaeLeod
iutSacnpfion,:

SO $1.00
$1.00

u.
Fereige, IS inn
M<««U tkU seeker ta ee jreer address label year 
Q £ y «sbeertyties expires with sert lee*. Beaww

get in case you surrender 
you askjthe grocer if he c 
supposed (this being -Jui 
but it must not rile you 
alone is no breach of politeness, so long as he doesn't 
swear in addition and order you out. Same with the 
butcher, the dairyman, the shoemaker ; they’re all 
supposed to refuse? you politely.

VANCOUVER, B. C., JUNE 16, 1922.

UNITY FOR WHAT?
T the fearful risk of being called by all the 
horrible names now in common use among 
our earnest fellow men, we make bold to say 

say that there appears to be more humbug than 
truth and usefulness in all the palaver about l nity— 
He United Front—we hear so much about nowa
days. It is not surprising that the immediate pro- 
yanmiCP^Vr a united front outlined at Berlin some 
two months ago (see Clarion May 1st) has already 

i" * been abandoned, for the plain reason that elements 
ti , which do not agree together can not unite and stay 
fÇ , united.
%• ,' We have been under the impression heretofore that 
p ! according to the Marxian dictum the workers of the 
F world should unite in order to end their slavery, not 

* to crowd round a free milk bottle or an unemployed

o -rA
When you ask for a job anywhere and it hap

pens that you’re the one hundred and eleventh min 
that has asked for a job that doesn’t exist there, the 
boss is supposed to express regret that he can’t em
ploy yoth There’s reason in it too when you think 
of it, because if he can’t employ anybody he won’t 
be a boss very long. When, full of confidence in 
June, you board a street car and find you can’t fur
nish the fare, the conductor is not supposed to ac
cuse you of trying to wheedle a free ride, he’s sup
posed to be polite while he puts you off at the next 
corner. All this is the community spirit. It helps 
us to tolerate one another’s company. Carried to its 
limit it means that if you’ll enter into it wholeheart
edly and bear your troubles politely you’ll starve to 
death politely and when you’re dead you’ll - be 
buried politely. They might even send up a cheer 
at the funeral.

C«r The platform of the Labor Party includes all the 
old family remedies.
dustrv, State Banks, Motherhood Endowment, Work
man’s Compensation,' and the Right to Work, 
all be discovered in their accustomed places. Any
thing that is conducive to increasing the labor 
es on the ballot paper is always guaranteed 
tion among the conglomeration of reforms.

The Communist Party is Very small, both numeri
cally and intellectually. As is usual with hero-wor
shipping aggregations, the intelligent stock-in-trade 
is confined to a wearisome repetition of ‘‘Lenin 
says, ’ etc.

Among the coal miners, of both the North and 
South Islands, is to be found the real revolutionary 
movement of" N.Z. The workers, here, are receptive 
to Socialist propaganda, and show a genuine desire 
to study the philosophy and assist in its dissemina
tion. In no other country have I seen, in a giver, 
area, the same revolutionary potentialities as exist 
among the workers in the mining districts here. 
This welcome change from the ordinary can be at
tributed primarily to the dangerous and difficult 
nature of the miners’ work, taken in conjunction 
"ith the fact that so great a number have similar 
occupations, recreations, prospects in life, and gen
eral living conditions.

The awakening of the miners here is further 
accentuated by the fact that the mining 
pretty well grouped together, méking possible social 
intercourse to an extent unknown elsewhere. The 
migratory proclivities of the miners, too, have been 
of assistance in this respect. The majority being of 
other nationalities, they took their ideas with them 
from the lands they were forced to leave.

Socialist students from Australia, Canada, and 
England, have for a number of years done effective 
work in study classes on history and economics. At 
the/ present time there are classes at work in most 
of the mining camps, and the progress being made 
is quite satisfactory. The serious study of working 
class economies may not appear so spectacular as 
frothy declamations about “long live the class strug
gle,’ etc., but the results are infinitely better, and 
results alone count.

The Nationalization of In

can

cros-
a posi-

•V
relief dole, nor to jointly promote/ any lengthy pro
gramme covering everything from free milk for 
haines to free burial for the dead. But no ; it ap
pears we have been in error and our interpretation 
is at fault. Working class unity in all things is to 
thei (ore, and locally, hereabouts, the emancipation 
ÎWeaeription takes the form of a baseball coupon 

by former rivals in trade, now however

H

t

SECRETARIAL NOTES
OMRADE P. T. Leckic’s article on “Money”, 
serving as an introduction to a consideration 
of the subject “Price,” suffers in consequence 

of the admirable scramble for Clarion space this 
issue and will appear in the next. Comrade Lestor, 
last heard of, was in Quebec heading west, and will 
speak at points on the way. We hear also that Com
rade John A. McDonald is again in ’Frisco. See 
articles in this issue by Lestor and John A..

I
I happily united, in peaceful contentment in that 
I Marx’s dictum is toward fulfilment and (lest we Gforget) that the office safe is of some use once more.

“Workers of the World, Unite!” we have held 
to as a rallying cry to an enslaved class toward em
ancipation through the abolition of capitalism, but 
an imitative jargon has tumbled upon working class 
ears these days and “unity” in the commanded 
scramble for a soup bone now provides the leaven of 

* working class aspiration.
To make an inventory of the accomplishments of 

the campaign for working class unity as it affects us 
here in Canada we need not go to Berlin, nor else-

• k

TV

i
r

We intended to print a letter from Comrade 
(Mrs.) Director of Prince Rupert, B. C., in this issue, 
registering a friendly kick against Comrade Kirk’s 
phrase, used in May 1st issue, in which France is 
represented asgthe Jew of Europe 
notify Comrade Director that next issue will find 
a corner for it.

areas are

JX where in Europe for that matter, though that is un- 
< doebtedly thcrjiopular route. Its sponsors here have 

Jt". in some measure cultivated the mannerism and have 
F".'4. attempted to imitate the scholarship of Marxism, 
; with consequences calamitous to themselves. Each 
;• j week these triders find new and changed conditions 
E" to be conformed to, new parties to be endorsed and 

allied to, new policies to be followed, new mistakes 
to be acknowledged. Day by day they court ex
pediency and abandon principle, yet they cry for 
unity ^th those who stand upon principle and have 
abandoned expediency. They have yielded to and 
have given unthinking devotion to an idea that had 
no validity, that was not of wholesome growth, that 
was not the ontcome of their own reasoning from 
observable facts surrounding them here and at hand 
—namely, that leadership could engineer events to 
its own control—and they have been undone by their 
own conceit. Even this, in their last forsaken hour 
of tribulation has fallen under their own suspicion, 
and, forever cowering before that accusing finger of 
scorn—haunting them and so much dreaded—point
ed by those terrible “scientific Socialists,” they find 
themselves convicted and condemned in the court 

jj£. their own inquiry.
We want none of this unity that parades form 

tor substance. Our purpose is to make Socialists 
tad tt> that task we welcome all recruits. But we 
«mot join hands with those who are crippled on 

' the highway of illusion, lighted by the flickering

. This will serve to

IN NEW ZEALAND.
(Continued from page 2)

mining, the largest single branch of industry in tin* 
land, the method of production is of a crude, antique 
character.

The trust or monopoly stage in industry has not 
materialized in New Zealand, but a lack of develop
ment in industrial technique here does not prevent 
the resources of the country from falling under the 
influence of world capitalism, 
methods in vogue in the congested centres of popu
lation must inevitably make themselves felt even in 
backward colonial

I

The productive Revolutionary lecturers have not frequently 
visited N. Z. Most of the places at which I have 
spoken were virgin soil in this regard. A couple pf 
years ago MosesBaritz gave a series of Marxian 
lectures in the City of Wellington. These were not 
appreciated by the Party officials, a fhet which 
leads me

areas.
The cattle and sheep raiders have a mortal antina- 

thy to anything in the nature of trusts or combines. 
For a number of

"I. -

years Armour & Co. and Vesty 
Bros, have made strenuous attempts to secure a foot
hold in New Zealand trade. Repeatedly their efforts 
were baffled by the local producers, who were them
selves forced to resort to combination in order to 
defeat the encroachments of their big competitors. 
In the struggle it became ever more apparent that 
the small, traditionary, obsolete methods must give 
way to, and be replaced by, a mode that is more in 
harmony with changed world conditions.

to the conclusion that the lectures 
must have been aH right. Outside of Baritx, the 
visiting propagandists seem to "have registered low.

To any Marxian speaker, who has the time to 
spare, and the wherewithal to travel, who sfould 
like to spend a holiday in assisting the revolution
ary movement among a bunch of fellows- who will 
do all in tfoeir power to further his efforts and make 
his tour a success, I can heartily recommend the 
coal mining districts of New Zealand.

* V.
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On Theosophy five hundred years before Christ lead a revolt against 
the Hindu religion and its unalterable caste system. ^ 
In that age of ignorance and despair, as also, in the *1 
early days of Christianity, there was indeeed reason 
for man to delude himself, if delusion can apply to 
such conditions as then existed. But in the practical 
affairs of life we today seek the latest information 
upon which to determine

BY J. HARRINGTON m
X ■Ufô.

iftHEOSOPHY is but one of the many mediums j succeeded thereto. These planes are states of nature ; 
through which humanity seeks to escape from I they have definite names such as astral, mental, 
the actual facts of life. It arose, characterise jliuddhic. On these planes exist and endure’different

aspects or conditions of life ; on the physical plane, 
gross forms and corresponding gross 
the astral, finer forms and manners, and so on. The 
higher forms are hidden from the lower, but 
tures on the lower planes are endowed with power 
with-which, under the tutorship of frequenters of 
higher planes thffv may have revealed the higher 
wisdom. Tlie learner is called a Chelas, the teacher

T a
our course. What perver- 4 

sitv, then, prompts us to thumb over the pages of t 
aneient lore in search of the hereafter! But as to 1 
that. Buddha, while lacking the knowledge of steam| 

or electrical energy had all the knowledge 
or possibly ever can possess concerning abstract wis
dom. And so far as the “hereafter” is concerned, 
“nature, red with tooth and claw” spoke as plainly 
to him as she does to us.

tically enough, at a time when the Christian religion
had been driven to its last extremity through the 
revelations of Darwin, Lyall, Spencer, Haeckel and 
other migtity minds of the nineteenth century.

Its founded Madam BlaVatsky, belonged to that 
group of Russian state officials of whose mentality 
the Russian novelists give us a pitiful and, withal,, 
terrible picture ; father, mother and husband 
all members of the bureaucracy. An Indian prince 
revealed the j?reat secret to lier and informed her 
what she was required to do. that the materialism 
which was sweeeping the world might be halted. 
A number of years spent in India completed the 
education and, in conjunction with Colonel Oleott, 
an American army official, she formed the Theosophi- 
cal Society in 1875. He seems to have been 
cellcnt organizer, and Madam had a genius for mys
ticism and never lacked courage.

This influential couple, in 1889, had the good 
fortune to acquire the assistance of Annie Besant, 
already famous in the radical and secular movement

' 1manners; ou

we possess

I créa-

w
were t'ne thing we do know: The Divine Wisdom

a Guru. A Chelas need not be a mere beginner; his any God withih the ken of man has never solved 
most profound highness one of the Mahatmas (the one practical problem nor added one single item of 
great masters' might be Chelas to a still higher information to onr knowledge of this world. When 
Guru.

ftnor

a Saracen desired to know something about his own 
' U W,H therefore hc ,'leilrl>' understood that bodily structure he went to Aristotle, not to Mahom- 

knowledge, or rather .visdom tfor Theosophy 
the Divine Wisdom', does not

m
-?Iet. When a Theosophist desires information on the 

come by observation, structure and nature of the electron he goes to Ruth- 
is not developed, is not progressive but already ex- erford, not to his Guru, 
tits, is already known and only requires to be re
vealed by the Guru to his Chelas. Various

means
a i

an ex-

Notwithstanding this very significant fact we 
are likely to have Mahomedan and Theosophist for 

of obtaining the revelations are recommended ; medi- many years. Th*t is the real riddle of the universe 
fation is one. The best method is to forget every- not how we came here and why, but how and why^vj 

.... , , , thin" we ever knew- at firsf for five minutes, then we believe such nonsense as that which has been
„th the ulMr. ^

religion «ml her three night.’ ileb.te with G. W. I would no, recommend ,hi« method to anyone the man „h",°U

m ,. ’“”*7' she takmg the f desiring to become an “adept” In the art of digging achieved the conquest of the air
affirmative, had established for her a premier place I coal, or who desires to master the science of botanv, 
among advanced thinkers. She had few equals in ? hut—the Divine Wisdom—that is different. Having 
the movement as an eloquent advocate and was ; become proficient in forgetting we are now open t-i 
equally effective with tongue or pen. After Oleott ’s.i, revelation. Then, having worn out one physical 
death, in 1907. she became President of the Society 1 form, after we have “passed 
and has been ever since. * back here-__

i /.$»means
r <:
La

Foote on

I don't know of any books which expose or ^ 
< riticize fheosophy. Xo doubt there are many and 
a glance through any bookseller’s catalogue should 

we come right supply the information.
to

i over
ft

Through lier influence, scientific thought to 
extent, and scientific terms to a larger extent 
prevalent in the' literature and on the platforms 
through which Tlieosophists speak. It is an insidi
ous doctrine in consequence, and offers a substitute 
to those honest minds which cannot consistently 
reconcile the creed of ancient desert barbarians ami 
their war god with modern science. Its Brotherhood 
of Man philosophy also, makes it particularly ap
pealing to Socialists who lack an understanding of 
Marx—and to some who dop’t.

Notwithstanding the evidence of the telescope, 
the microscope, the spectroscope, the chemist’s bal
ance, those mechanical extensions of man’s vision 
with which he has explored beyond Sirius, Orion 
and the Pleiades, and gazed into every nook and 
corner of the smal'est grain of matter, man has yet 
found no spot whereon to lay his immortal soul, 
after his foolish body has stormed the trench im
pregnable, looked down the empty gun barrel, or 
advocated freedom in the land of the free. Not
withstanding this evidence man still hopes that

Back with the friends I used to know. 
For oh : I was so happy there,”

some
CURRENT TOPICS ■ T 1t are

f Continued from page 3) 
Some comfort in that ; no. primitive hell; no dei stand but even a little of the science 

dreary heaven. According to our deeds or mis- The knowledge which 
deeds we ascend or descend. I think

of sociology.-- .pa 
we apply to the land, from 

a suicide or which society gets its living, in order to take from 
murdered person tas to hang around awhile on some it the things we need, is the product of no single 
plane ‘till h,s proper span on the physical plane has mind, hut is instead the sum-total of human expert 
matured. However, we go on from plane to plane, cnee throughout ages of endeavor.' 
either up or down ; this is called working out 
Kharma. It must he borne in mind that animals, in-

4

•• k

m- -'dgAll inventions,
then, which lead to an increase of wealth are social

, T „ . „ . , „ 1,y nature While, too, every branch of industrial
sects and. I fancy, minerals are all included in activity is collective in character. The problem of
this Kharma. and we might return as one of them enjoying to the full the fruits of labor is simple-
Besides these there 1S quite an assort- produce for us- instead of for profit, 
ment of fairies, goblins, satyrs, and such like

» our
l>

vr «»

I li
r

eonv \panions of our childhood which, for 
cannot abide modern learning and generally de
part by the time we achieve I ion g Division, 
times returning late in life, as in the ease of Conan 
Doyle and other dotards.

Manitoba Provincial 
Election, 1922

some reason,

:yisome-

We are affected by the Khamia law in relation 
to our own acts, to the acts of our family, our nation 
and our world. The (Kharma law is administered 
by the Lords of Kharma. I do not know .who they 
are ; nor can I say if auyone does. So we come back

.cal ( Winnipeg) No. 109, S. P. of C. has 
nominated Comrades Georue Armstrong and 
Sidney .1. Rose as candidates. Contributions 
arc needed to meet deposit (Provincial Govt.) 
fees. These 
Winnipeg Local

somewhere in the infinite void is another world 
wherein happiness and life everlasting will reward 

•his brief sojourn here. Some religions haste the 
fleeting soul with tempestuous speed to the blest
abodes, and some have assigned a receiving depot, direction a nice warm climate with coco-nut trees 
an actual haven from whose bounds the earth is

may be sent to the secretary of
and work out. our Kharma, rising higher and higher 
or sinking lower and lower. I don’t know in which*40

PETER L. DAVIDSON, 
P. O BOX 2354,I lies, up or down, hut I’ve heard many humans sigh 

for monkey land ; I believe this shows good judg
ment. Between being a real monkey and making a 

foolish fancies. Theosophy is absolved from the figurative monkey of ourselves a choice of the former 
need of finding this improbable haven. It conceives would indicate good 
of all the earth, that is of all the things upon the 
earth, as being made up of two elements: the form, 
or material : the life, or spiritual element.

% WINNIPEG, MAN.somehow visible and might be visited.
Modern science plays havoc with these fond and >1

Socialist Party

PROPAGANDA MEETINGS
STAR THEATRE, 300 Block, Main Street 

Sunday June 18th.

à-5of Canadasense.
- :<The story C.- W. Leadheatcr tells of his first ex

perience with the master KH- is positively idiotic. 
Our It is too long to tell here, but part of it contains a

vk

ysense perceptions reveal to us only half (if even scene where Madam Blavatsky had an honcsti-to- 
half) of what actually exists in the universe. And goodness letter delivered her in London, in the form 
as science merely records what can be Conceived by' »f a white mist, solidifying into a paper envelope, 
an extension of onr sense perceptions its findings are despatched by psychic agency from .India 

^not important in the premises. Beyond the reach of Divine Wisdom is supposed to have been brought 
* even the instruments of science is much “finely at
tenuated limiter partaking of the nature of gases 
hut infinitely finer subtles. Some of this matter acts

il fe
&m

Speaker: W. A PRITCHARD.

Subject : ‘ ‘ Spiritualism” ty

(Being the second of a series of two leetarst 
on this subject). -0.

MEETINGS EVERY SUNDAY. fS

All meetings at 8 p-m

Questions.

This

from the planet Venus millions of years ago. As a 
matter of fact the whole business is an ungainly 
attempt to graft the Buddhist philosophy and all its 
additions due to its passage through Egyptian and 
other near eastern ancient civilizations, prolific in 
misery and mysticism. Buddha, unquestionably the 
greatest moral teacher we have any knowledge of,

fcVjo
as ether, some as the covering or envelope in which 
onr body lives and acts.” Man also lives, actually 
liveSj on a number of different planes, some of which 
are so pure and holy that but few men have ever

J
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Dreamingto ■
§V Ito

t.0E are told quite commonly, in the nature acteristics of the present, 
of a reproach, that we are dreamers, float
ing on the tide of events, waiting softly, 

like Micawber, for “something to turn up.” Tis 
easy to drift. It requires no effort, no thought, no 
initiative, no courage : and it leaves us free to dream, 
like opium eaters, of vicarious triumph. Thus hum-

w and no act which does and charm with reform ; while a large section of 
not wear the impress of environing necessity. The society can maintain even a precarious livelihood ; 
abstracts of time are the abstracts of experience, while by monopoly and efficiency capitalist industry 
They are the arbiters of mortal destiny, and it is 
not hi human power to violate, either the movement

S-./

can extract profits sufficient to cover its limited
charities; although wages may fall and the ranks 

of their growth or the force of their intensity. Thus of the petty bourgeoisie grow thin; and the s tend
it comes we think in the terms of contemporary 

Wy are we discovered in the checkered drama of time; live in the ethic of contemporary society. What 
*”l<re- that time gives we must take ; what that ethic

a
r<

ards of living decline and unemployment assume 
fresh bulk; still, the capitalist class, by its political 
power and greater sense of elass-ephesion 

we must aecePt- hike death, there is no turning it tain its possession against a proletariat—turbulent 
aside. We may neither believe it nor cherish it— 
we may e’ven challenge its sanction—but we

avows can re-Well let us hope we are dreamers. More or less 
we are all dreamers. If we did not dream dreams, 
We could hardly live life. And the world owes much 
to its dreamers. Robert Burns and Percy Shelley

perhaps—but hopeful of opportunity, partly be- 
cannot nnmbed with philanthropy and blind to its social

•— a.«P h deart ,h, „r,d. .ad in gio* ^

ous song poured forth their visions of its future with the life of the future 1 
greatness. William Shakespeare dreamt of things 
that were not now, but would yet be. John Tyndal 
and Grant Allen, Morgan, the Ward's—looked back
ward into deep darkness and forward into brighteu-

a minority controls society, it first receives and 
we may dream, but'we retains its sanction of force from the mass of society. ( ^S- 

cannot make it our own. As Paul puts it, “We It acquired dominance on the tides of social interest 
are members one of another,” and no nation, no and while that tide exists, i.e., while the social mind 

■ community, no individual can realise the golden 
age of promise until omnipotent circumstance has

now oE •>p

sees social interest in industrial profits, in financial 
ventures and in individual initiative, no minority 

society to shatter the tyranny of existing however intelligent can prevail against it.

-

ing day. Robert Owen imaged the misery of exist}- forced 
cnee and linked it to the bright stars. Marx, Engels, things 
Dietrgen patiently garnered the harvest) of reality,

'H And no
intelligent minority would attempt it. Only when 

on a definite basis, the market shall be dissipated, when monopoly has 
In that basis lives the spirit of its. being, potential co-ordinated technique and production ; and the 
in its every movement. It is this thing, this spirit, forces of production and the consciousness of social 
which we call the economic of society, 
harmony with that economic, the overgrowing soci- private possession, then will the power of the capi- 
ety must develop. Savage society was organised on talist class fail, and the proletarian founders of the 
kinship, and it produced the comradeship of the new society be compelled to make a breach in the 
commune. Political society is organized on territor- citadel of authority.
ial acquisition ( direct at first—and then financial) Our business, our function, is education ; to
and it has blackened the world with the horrors of spread Che knowledge, as well as we may, of social 
slavery. Savage society decayed because the tech- organisation, of social classes and their interacting 
nique of progress was not sufficiently advanced to relationships, 
enable it to support itself, and political society is struggle culminates decisively, confusion may be a 
dying because it can no longer sustain t)he masses it 
has subjugated. The wealth of the former

lira
All societies are organised

and dreamed the dream of man. But all of them 
dreamed open-eyed. Their gaze was but little on the 

t-j" _ gaudy pageantry of appearance, but much on the 
Ç ,i , dark substance of reality. They stood on enduring 

* fact. They thrilled with the life around them. They 
probed the tides of progress ; grasped at the nature 
of things. From the founts of life and truth they 
drew the inspiration which crowns life with hope, 
and hope with realisation. Each of them clothed 
the child of his vision in the garments of his particu
lar individuality. But each of them added to the 
alow growing temple of human happiness, and each 
of them knew, with the minute precision of under- 
standing. That is why they were “great”. Why 
they saw—where to us there is but darkness—the 
flying shuttles of time, weaving the pattern of the 
new world. Weaving it, not through the fragile 
wool of the ideal, but on the loom of throbbing 
reality.

-f-

And in necessity press irresistibly against the barrier of

rr-
]

To the end that when the class

minus quantity. The spreading of that knowledge, 
in co-operation with the gathering antagonism of 
social production and private possession is tkfe ac
tion that counts; its acceptance the union that mat-

was
freedom—access to life’s necessities ; the wealth of 
the latter subjugated labor—the cause of its dis
ruption. And until labor recognises its subjugation ters. If 
and abolishes capitalist exploitation, it must remain can achieve alL h they will not listen—also good, 
poor, miserable, degraded, a prostitute to all pleas- But do not mistake the significance of refusal. Do 
ures of the ruling class.

fellow slaves will listen—good. W'eour

Nevertheless, to dream is not to drift. Indeed, 
there is no such thing as "drifting.” Throughout 
the whole universe, from the tiniest atom to the 
mightiest star; from the first faint pulsing of chemi
cal reaction to the furthest co-ordination of vib
rant sentience there is but the movement of “must. 
Man and his society is not isolated in this compre- 

'hensive scheme of things. We choose—in appear
ance, we do—by compulsion. We wrap conduct in the 
vestments of illusion, but act on the fundament of 
fact. Always, everywhere, we move on the deter
minants of inevitable necessity ; and live as the stand
ards of time shall decree. There is no ideal that 
does not rest on need ; no thought that does not draw 
sustenance from condition ; no act unrelated to the 
variants of interaction. Nothing is accident, yet 
nothing is design. There is but the majesty of law, 
dominant, through matter, in motion.

not imagine that revolutionary ardor or dauntless 
With Henry asleep, this abolition is not yet. enthusiasm can be substituted for class vision and 

With Henry awake, it might happen tomorrow, class consciousness, or that they can ever lead the 
Clearly our -work is to awaken Henry. Being

E.

m£5 proletariat to the shining frontiers of success. To 
bers of the proletariat, we try to point out both th*> dear verge of fact the proletariat must go. It 
the cause of its misery and the reason for the change. may go of its own volition, or it may be driven. But 
But being dreamers we realise that the task is one will never be led.

mem-

Because to get there it must 
pass the substance of experience through the tkinkier a giant, the giant of social necessity. There

those of us who yearn for action, for something mK mind of consciousness. Unity, to be strength, 
now. There is neither blame nor wonder to that., most be real. And the only interest which can make 

know the weariness of waiting, and the fiery real is the vision of our common slaver)*, We 
pangs that leap in fitful fever through the heart of must all wear the “red cap” of understanding, 
impotent poverty. But wait we must, for progress 
is not to be hastened,
and fruits in perfect accord with the forces of pro- personal taste—and experience. In the nature of 
duciion. When the forces of production are spent things we. cannot but cherish the fires of 
in their old forms, society must change its form
also and begin its new cycle of development. This socialist philosophy, and in the light of that philoe- 
is the revolution. But revolutions are not made, ophy wc interpret social events and measure their 
nor engineered. They come. They are the ripened significance. It takes value from the shimmering 
fruit of social class antagonisms, and so coming ideal, and places it on the more wonderful fact ; it 
they are invincible. But to force the pace is in vain, takes it from man and invests it in society : But it 

movement is outlined both the orbit and pattern of Long years ago the slaves of Sicily held the Roman does so in order that, in the final term 
progress. Always is that orbit wider ; always is the

are

w*e9

Nevertheless, we are the keepers of no man’s 
nor yet hindered. It flowers opinions. To urge—or to oppose—are matters of

our own
hearth. From social evolution we have derived

But matter in motion means change. Not change 
of law—which is eternal—but change of expression, 
which is ephemeral Change itself jp but the mani
fest of a new necessity of movement ; and in that

to

'

i , man ‘‘may
reach np to the stars. We ask none to accept ; all 

nor its 1° *eek and for all. and from all, we demand a rea- 
on the only 80 Q- For we are persuaded that whoso will begin to 

ask effect for its cause and assign specific reasons 
to specific things, will begin at the same time to 
dream the dream of the ages, and put his strength to 
the task of triumph.

% armies at bay for 10 years. They failed in the end; 
because neither the world nor its industry 
method were developed and organised 
basis on which freedom can flourish—the socialisa- 

eondition ; the abstract of accumulated knowledge, tion of resource and production ; ita social owner- 
This is the measure of progress, the hallmark of ship and administration, and the consequent elim- 
hum&n attainments, stamped on human society, ination of class distinction. That is the point we 
With it we cpt away the ideation of yesterday, and must come to before we can be free. For the past 
generalize thp concepts of tomorrow. With it we five years Soviet Russia has held organised capital 
reclothe the passions and aspirations of the ancient in check. That the struggle has been so tragic, so 
ywara; discard their fallacies of accepted truth ; and bitter and so psolonged, is mainly because the west- 
in the fleeting today lay the foundations for new rn proletariat looks askance at its Soviet brethem— 
development on the firm basis of established fact, simply that the western slave does not yet see his 

' So it comes there is no ideal that does not weep with captivity, and therefore feels no need for freedom: 
change ; no illusion that does not wither with pro
gress; no sanction that does not grow wan with time, for the «ale of ita goods, dull though the market be, 
There is no thought that does not take on. the char- while capitalist government ean juggle with finance

pattern new ; alw ays it carries with it the potential
of the new order.

But also it carries with it the time spirit of its

m ■
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BASKET PICNIC
To be held at Second Vancouver, B. 0.

SUNDAY 25th JUKE 
Under 8. P. of 0. Auspices. 

Directions: Assemble at 2nd Beach, Stanley 
Park, at 1 p.m. Bachelors are requested to 
bring fruit. The family baskets will
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While capitalist exploitation shall find a market carry
whatever else is necessary to the grub supply 
for an enjoyable day’s outing. COME ALL 1m.
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>£.%“BURN YOU* BOOKS?”
(Continued from page 1)

so small. The ideology of the workers is the strength 
of Capitalism. The task of the masters is to cherish

physchology of the North American workers being 
what it is—the only tactics capable of producing 
good results in this country is that which emphasizes 
the educational needs of the workers, and endeavors 
to supply those needs by issuing books, pamphlets, 
papers, by organizing classes, by sending out lectur
ers—all with the aim of bringing home to the work
ers a competent realization of the society in which 
they live, tlieir relations in that society, their suffer
ings arising from those relations, and the way to end 
them. ’

The stud.v of Socialism by the workers leads to 
their organizing for emancipation, to struggle for 
freedom being the last right left to them and the 
only task worthy of class-conscious slaves.

In this connection it may be fitting to close with 
a quotation from Engels—not because of Engels’ 
name but for the good of the movement and because 
the words in this place will he apposite. He says:

was hardly a ‘‘lack of guts” that won thfc great it; ours is to change it. The workers are not held 
war for Democracy, - the workers having manured in subjection by force alone ; their mental slavery 
three continents with those very organs when the keeps them in subjection as surely, perhaps, as all 
masters called on them for protection not very long the other instruments of coercion together, 
ago. One of the ‘‘fifty wilful men” cited the case of

y>
t-0

During the period of the war, under the stress of 
the last Dominion elections (December 6, 1921), abnormal conditions, the development of the machin- 
when the workers of Canada as a whole, and Nova ery of production was enormous : if the consequent 
Scotia in particular, although suffering from the increased producing capacity of society affords 
miseries attendant upon the most unexampled unem- ground for judgment, then we may say that econ- 
ployment, gave a mandate to their masters by re- omically the times are ripe for Socialism. Not only 
turning them to power—not one ‘‘yellow” labor

il

were the requirements of the people met by a eom- 
man being sent tb Otawa from that province in the parativelv small number of workers, but wealth 
East, where conditions were most, scute.

un
told was poured for years into the devouring belly 

These arguments tending to show that the educa- 0f the war god. Economically ripe the times may 
lion of the workers badly requires attending to were he, but that does not settle the question. There is 
sneeringly spoken of by the apostle of action as shint- something lacking and that something is not ‘‘guts.” 
ing examples of Men^hivik quackery and Social What is lacking is the desire, the will to Socialism, 
Democratic piffle, his reply to them being the as- and that will come under the stress of circumstance, 
Furanee that the workers were betrayed into the war produced primarily by the contradictions .inherent 
by their ‘‘leaders,” and were forced to vote, for in the system of capitalism, furthered by the im- 
Capitalism through the power of the Capitalist press, parting to the workers of a knowledge of their slave 
We learned, also, that, the working class could not status in society, 
be educated to the point where the ballot would act

V-
To accomplish this act of universal emancipation is 

the historical mission of the modern proletariat, 
ouShly comprehend the historical conditions

o To thor- 
and thus the

very nature of this act, to impart to the now oppressed 
proletarian class a full knowledge of the conditions and 
of the meaning of the momentous act it is called 
to accomplish, this is the task of the theoretical 
sion of the Proletarian movement, scientific socialism.'^' 

"Socialism, Utopian and Scientific” (Whitehead svin 
p. 95) ----- -

Misery ani suffering will not of themselves make 
Socialists. If they would then the Lazaros-layers of 
capitalist society, the slum proletarians; would be 
revolutionists. We conclude therefore, that—the

upon
expres-as the thermometer to register their political matur

ity. The revolution will be on ‘‘ns”- before there is 
time for education.

Misunderstanding could go no further. It makes 
one Wonder if action is being prescribed in despair.
It is certain, at any rate, that in the new school in
telligence won’t carry one very far.

A lecture given by Comrade Harrington on ‘‘Re
volution and Counter Revolution in Peru” (a syn
opsis of which was printed in the ‘‘Clarion”), came 
in for severe manhandling. In that lecture it was 
proved that a coup-de-etat does not necessarily im
ply a social revolution or a change in existing pro
perty relations, even if it should take on the violent • reney of that country ; or, to put it more simply, the 
form of civil war. Addresses of this kind in a re- question of how many American dollars, French

Exchange Rates
iBy C. LESTOR

]
-3

..~J HEN we speak of the rate of evchange with 
any country, we are merely discussing the 
present value of the £ sterling in the cur-\\ in the exchanging countries, and specnla- 

lion, based on the divergent views taken of the pos
ition in respect of one or more of these factors.

•5currencies

t i
Bills of Exchange

Before examining these in turn-it must be under
stood that the mutual indebtedness of trading 
tions is regulated by means of bills of exchange, 
which documents are, to all intents and 
cheques (for goods or services rendered) in the 
form of an order to a bank or other third party to 
pay to the person named a sum of money, either at 
sight or at some future date—usually three 
months lienee. Bills of exchange are used aa being 
a more

francs, or German marks, etc., we can get for thevolutionary period like the present are clearly coun
ter revolutionary!

na-
Treasury Note which, since the war has usurped the 

So spake our Messianic agent. One of the sound- place of ^he British sovereign. The £ sterling is, 
est and brightest exponents of Marxian Economies however, not the Treasury Note or even the sover- 
in Western Canada, Comrade Tree, a worker who de*- eign, but the credit note of Britain.

Before explaining the factors that produce dispar-

$
%purposes,

votes all his leisure time to the preparation and de
livery of scientific lectures to working class and- ity in exchange, it is desirable to know exactly what 
iences, was interrupted when conducting an econ
omic class and denounced as an ‘‘ignoramus” by the 
apostle of action. Another worker who refused to

or six
is meant by the “par” of exchange, and how it is 
arrived at. convenient method of payment than that pro

vided by the import and export of bullion, as thereby 
much expense :n insurance and freight is avoided.

Bills of exchange are negotiable instruments and 
change hands freely, and in much the same manner 
as a cheque which von may receive, end op* and

Par of Exchange
The currency of the principle countries of theembrace the new faith was vehemently denounced 

as a ‘‘White Gnardist” and agent of the hour- world is on a gold .basis, that it to say, the measure
of value is represented by a gold coin, to which the 

The entertainment ended in a display of rhetorical silver, copper or other coins have a fixed but arti- 
jazz and an impasioned exhortation to “bore from ficial ratio of value decreed by law. 
within.” This exhibition of the “new leadership” It is the' Relative, quantity of pure gold in these 
convinced those workers present who were not to be respective gold coins that establishes the “par” or 
overwhelmed by mere sound and fury that the warn- parity of exchange, i.e., the normal relationship of 
ing recently printed in the “Clarion,” “Watch vonr one to the other. There is in the sovereign 1.32238 
Leaders,” merits the careful heeding of all the class- grammes of pure gold. The amount of pure gold

iu the American dollar is 1.50464 grammes. Divid- 
The new tactics (or is it an old one) that starts ing this latter figure into the former we find that 

-of by decrying education and glorifying action (for there is 4.8665 times as much gold in the sovereign 
the sake of acting?) is being propagated by those as there is in the dollar. Hence the par of exchange 
who imagine that society can be manoeuvred into between Great Britain and the U. S. A. is one 
Socialism whether the workers want it ot not. A eign equals .*4.86. Other parities are arrived at in 
consideration of existing facts, not of revolutionary the same manner.

* * desires—should be the basis on which to build tac- In the event that sufficient gold coins were avail-
dies to govern the Socialist movement in North Amer- able in the respective countries to supply the needs
ica, and foremost among these facts of the present of trade,the rates of exchange would normally 
situation is the very patent one that where they are fluctuate very seriously. It is elear that if you had 
not actively hostile the workers, for the most part, to pay, say $100,000 dollars to New Orleans in set- 
are apathetic—to say the least—not only towards tlement of a purchase of cotton, you would not pay 
Socialism, but even towards Unionism. Yet the a larger sum in sterling for these dollars than it 

* workers want food, clothing, fihelter, leisure (not would cost to ship over to America the requisite 
the “leisure” enjoyed by the unemployed), the end- amount of gold (bullion) for exchange into dollars 
ing of wage-slavery, in short they want economic se- at par. Specie Point
curity. And what the workers want is the Socialist < In the ease of gold currency countries, thero-
objective. So that whether they want Socialism or fore, the normal limit to fluctuation in the rate of 
not—ttie workers undoubtedly need it. But be- exchange is the specie point, the point at which it 
Aween their wants and their needs stands an ideo- pays better to import or export gold (specie) than 
logical barrier, baaed on customs, beliefs, and tradi- to buy or sell currency through the medium of a 

: tions reaching far back into ancient times, changed broker or banker, 
to suit changed conditions, and finally fostered and

geoisie.

pass on to some one else for cash, 
for example, that E and E2 are English merchants, 
and that I and F2 are French merchants, and thaï 
the position between them is as follows. E owes 
money to F. E2 is owed money by F2.

It is clear that the double transmission of bullion 
from E to F and from F2 to E2 will he avoided if E 
pays E2, while F2 pays F. This is practically ef
fected by the use of Bills of Exchange. F, for ex
ample. may have a “Bill” on E for the amount 
ing, .and through the medium of a hanker or bill- 
broker will sril this lull to F2, who will send it to 
E2, by whom in turn it will he presented to E for 
payment. Thus the position of all four parties will 
have been settled by means of the transfer from one 
to another of a single piece of paper.

Balance of Trade

lvet us take it,

conscious toilers of this country.

ow-
sover-X.

never

Now let us assume that France is importing from 
Great Britain enormous quantities of manufactured 
articles, and grain and other commodities from 
America, while her exports of wine, silk, motorcars, 
etc., etc., are for some reason steadily diminishing 
This will mean that France, instead of paying for 
her imports with her exports, is getting seriously 
into debt, and when a nation does that other nation» 
will look just as much askance at her

1

O*
4v

I
promises to

pay (i.e., her bills of exchange) as you would re
gard those of a man who. while he owed you 
was spending more than he earned. He might beer 
every apearance of being prosperous, but if you 
thought or knew that he was earning very little yen 
would suspect (in the absence of any windfall « 

( Continued on page 8)

#
'

money,

The causes of international fluctuation are many
tended 'with' unremitting care in the interests of the and include balance of trade, the amount of loans 
present dominant class in society. It is that which to foreign countries, the political 
makes our gaina, when viewed in the large, appear dition of the country in question,‘ the nature of the
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In the ease of paper currency countries.EXCHANGE RATES
(Continued from page 7)

might account for it) that he was living on borrow
ed money, and you would if you*could sell you? 
l.O.V. for less than its face value.

goods.
where there is no gold in the country, the limit to

r- Literature Price List fX
* -J9

1).

9mI
the adverse movement of the exchange is “com
modity” point, or the point at which it would pay 

. better .to take payment in goods (i.e., barter) than Per Copy
.........__ $1.86
----------- fill
................ $1.66

Cloth Bound
Positive Outcome of Philosophy —... 
A. B. C. of Evolution (McCabe)

Hut during and since the war paper money has Economic Determinism —...........
been created in such quantities that this factor does 
not operate to the extent it did, as the pound has 
been superseded by a piece of paper known as a 
‘Bradbury,” the purchasing power of which is less 

than a gold sovereign. In other words England is 
now only nominally a gold currency country.
Whereas the value of the currency formerly rested Theoretical System of Karl Marx

BN to negotiate a bill of exchange.
Confidence, orrihe lack of it, is similarly the fund

amental factor governing the price paid for hills of 
exchange—which thus becomes the concerte expres
sion of a nation's credit.. Actually, the rate is reg
ulated by supply and demand. In the '•ircumstances 
above mentioned New \ ork and London will be full of 
French I.O.V."s and in the absence of a demand for 
these documents, which were normally purchased to 
pay for good- bought from France, they will lie a 
glut on the market, and nobody wanting them, these 
l.O.U.’s (i.e. Bills of Exchange) will fall in price. 
As the farmer puts it: “When 1 go to the market 
with two pigs and there is only one buyer, pigs is 
cheap : lmt when I go with one pig and there are 
two buyers, pigs is deaV.

Thus, there being at present far more owed by 
France to Great Britain than Great Britain owes to

•-TV
- V •

-

Evolution of the Idea of God (Grant Allen .......... $1.16
.... —$1.16
___ $1.16
........... $1.66
.....—$1.16
....... .......$1.66
............ $1.86
____ $1.65
............ $1.66
____  $1.66
____  $1.66

r: Darwinism and Race Progress (Haycraft) ____
Evolution of ^Property (Lafargue)__ ___ ______
Critique of Political Economy..................... ..............
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx)__
History of Par<a Commune (Lissagafay) ___ ___
Ancient Society „.

f-

l $
5

Philosophical Essays

was Landmarks of Scientific Socialism 
Socialism and Philosophy ...............
Essays on the Materialistic Conception of History_$1.65
Capitalist Production (First Nine and 32nd Chapters

cn its gold contents plus British credit, which 
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while their enemies are wallowing in the intricacies 
of the wen the downfall of capitalism has caused 
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The British slave is the last thing in ignorance, 
but he is compelled now to move or die and signs 
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ting steam up. The Russian revolution was a sort of 
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